
FWLS Was Indexed in ESCI of Web of Science

Forum for World Literature Studies W S  was inde ed by homson Reuters 
in Web of Science: merging Sources itation nde  in . As a new inde  
in the Web of Science™ Core Collection, Emerging Sources Citation Index 

S  e pands the citation universe and reflects the growing global body of 
science and scholarly activity. ESCI complements the highly selective indexes by 
providing earlier visibility for sources under evaluation as part of SCIE, SSCI, and 
A s rigorous journal selection process. nclusion in S  provides greater 
discoverability which leads to measurable citations and more transparency in the 
selection process.

With an international editorial board and published by nowledge ub 
ublishing ompany imited, W S publishes peer reviewed, open access and 

original articles on topics including theoretical studies, literary criticism, literary 
history, and cultural studies, as well as book reviews in the areas of world literature 
studies, particularly, the study of literature of those neglected countries and 
culture regions. W S has been steadily establishing its reputation since the first 
issue of , which is indicated by its inde ation in S O S, the databases of 

S O, ale, M A M A nternational ibliography  and A he Annual 
ibliography of nglish anguage and iterature . 

We are very e cited that W S is now officially recogni ed by the homson 
Reuters and publications in W S since  can be tracked in Web of Science, 
which is an important step for its becoming more visible in the community of arts 
and umanities. or this important milestone in the history of W S, we would 
like to thank all he editorial board members for their advice and contributions and 
all the editorial staff for their hard and highly effective work. We especially want to 
thank all our authors for contributing their wonderful articles and all the reviewers 
for providing the top notch professional expertise. This milestone, as important as 
it is, however, is just a new beginning for our ne t goal: to be included in Arts and 

umanities itation nde  A . We will, as always, make continuous efforts 
to let W S be the best forum and media for scholars and authors to share their 
insights into literature studies. 




